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Abstract
Many techniques have been proposed to generate keys
including text passwords, graphical passwords, biometric data and etc. Most of these techniques are not resistant to coercion attacks in which the user is forcefully
asked by an attacker to generate the key to gain access to
the system or to decrypt the encrypted file. We present
a novel approach in generating cryptographic keys to
fight against coercion attacks. Our novel technique incorporates the user’s emotional status, which changes
when the user is under coercion, into the key generation
through measurements of the user’s skin conductance.
We present a model that generates cryptographic keys
with one’s voice and skin conductance. In order to explore more, a preliminary user study with 39 subjects was
done which shows that our approach has moderate falsepositive and false-negative rates. We also present the attacker’s strategy in guessing the cryptographic keys, and
show that the resulting change in the password space under such attacks is small.

1 Introduction
Many techniques have been proposed to generate strong
cryptographic keys for secure communication and authentication. Some of these techniques, e.g., those using biometrics [15, 24, 27, 28, 35], offer desirable security properties including ease of use, unforgettability, unforgeability (to some extent), high entropy and etc. However, most of these schemes are not resistant to coercion
attacks in which the user is forcefully asked by an attacker to reveal the key [32]. When the user’s life is
threatened by an attacker, one would have to surrender
the key, and the system will be compromised despite all
the security properties described above. In this paper, we
present a novel approach to protection against coercion
attacks in generating keys.
For a cryptographic key generation technique to be co-
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ercion attack resistant, it is required that when the user
is under coercion, he/she will have no way of generating the key, or the key generated will never be the same
as the one generated when he/she is not being coerced.
If this requirement is met, then an adversary would not
apply any threat to him/her because the adversary understands that the user would not be able to generate the key
when he is threatened to do so. Here we assume that the
coercion resistance property is publicly known to everyone, including the attackers; otherwise it might lead to
a dangerous situation for the user, a problem we do not
address in this paper.
To show how desirable it is to have a coercion-resistant
cryptographic key generation technique, here we list a
few scenarios in which such a technique could be useful:
• Bank’s vault and safe: According to statistics released by the FBI [17], there were 1, 094 reported
robberies (out of which 58 cases were of vault/safe
robberies) of commercial banks between July 1,
2009 and September 30, 2009 totaling more than
$9.4 million. If such systems are used to fight
against these attacks, then managers will never be
forced to open the vault.
• Cockpit doors on airliners: The hijackers of the
September 11, 2001 use the fueled aircraft as a missile to destroy ground targets. If the cockpit doors
on airliners are well equipped with coercion resisted
techniques, then hijackers can never force a flight
attendant to open the door.
• Secret/capability holders in a war: secret and capability holders would not be forced to reveal the
secret or use the capability.
In this paper, we explore the incorporation of user’s
emotional status (through the measure of skin conductance) into the process of key generation to achieve coercion resistance. We demonstrate this possibility by incorporating skin conductance into a previously proposed

key generation technique using biometrics [24] (see Figure 1).

rates of our model, and to analyze the attacker’s strategy
in guessing the cryptographic key. With 39 participants
in our user study, we find that our technique enjoys moderate false-positive and false-negative rates in key generation. Furthermore, we find that the reduction in the
password space for an informed attacker is small.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some state-of-the-art approaches in
cryptographic key generation and recognition of emotional response. Background knowledge about the chosen biometrics and fingerprint are discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4, we present the details of our approach in
key generation using skin conductance and voice. The
user study and results are presented in Sections 5 and
Section 6 respectively. We conclude in Section 7 with
some plausible future work.

Figure 1: Coercion attacks in key generation

2 Related Work

Incorporating skin conductance information into key
generation is nontrivial. First, the fact that a change in a
user’s emotional status leads to changes in a user’s skin
conductance does not necessarily mean that our proposed
technique is coercion resistant. If known patterns exist
in such changes, an attacker might be able to guess the
skin conductance of the user when he is not nervous by,
e.g., flipping a few bits of the feature key (see Section 4)
generated from the skin conductance of the user when he
is nervous. We analyze this attack and its consequences,
and show that the reduction in password space is small.
Second, we hope that the key generation algorithm
will take in the least amount of user specific information except the live data collected when it is used. This is
because the key generation algorithm might be executed
from the client’s machine, and the inputs to the algorithm
could potentially be retrieved by the attacker during a
coercion attack. However, when dealing with biometrics data, removing such user specific information from
the inputs of the algorithm is not plausible, as different
people have different sets of consistent and inconsistent
biometric features. The algorithm would have too high
false-negative rates without this additional user specific
information. We propose using only user-specific feature
lookup tables which contain valid key shares or garbage.
We also analyze conceivable attacks that result from our
proposal.
Third, it is nontrivial how a user study can be performed to evaluate our technique. We need to collect biometric data corresponding to different emotional states
of real human beings. Efforts in this area are more demanding than traditional efforts to get pattern recognition data [31]. To analyze the effectiveness of our proposal, we perform a user study to see how one’s skin
conductance changes when he/she is being coerced. This
is used to evaluate the false-positive and false-negative

In this section we review some of the techniques and
methodologies used to generate cryptographic keys from
biometrics and some previous work on the emotion
recognition schemes using physiological signals.
Many key generation techniques from biometrics, e.g.,
voice, iris, face, fingerprints, keystroke dynamics, and
etc., have been proposed in the last decade [15, 24, 27,
28, 35]. The pioneer work in cryptographic key generation from behavioral biometrics uses keystroke dynamics
of a user while typing the password [25]. The features
of interest are the duration of keystrokes and the latency
between each pair of keystrokes. The generated cryptographic key is called the hardened password. However
the password generated is not very long and is susceptible to brute-force attacks [25]. Another method using secret sharing was proposed to generate the biometric key
from voice [24]. The distinguishing biometric features
are selected based on the separation between the authentic and the imposter data, and then binarized by some
thresholds. However, this method is not resistant to coercion attacks (which our proposed model trying to target),
as the attacker can force the user to speak out the password in a normal way. We will discuss key generation
approach from voice in more detail in the formal framework of our model (see Section 3).
Another work on key generation from voice uses
phonemes instead of words, as it is possible to generate larger keys with shorter sequences [15]. Using the
information of the voice model and the phoneme information of the segments, a set of features are created to
train an SVM (Support Vector Machine) that could generate a cryptographic key. False-positives and entropy of
the system were not demonstrated, which does not give a
clear picture of the security of the scheme.
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There are many risk and security concerns over biometric systems [32, 33, 40]. Some of the threat models include fake biometrics at the sensor, tampering with
the stored templates, coercion attacks. Biometrics liveness detection is proposed to thwart fake biometrics attacks, e.g., by using perspiration in the skin [1] or blood
flow [22]. However, no previous work has been proposed
to resist coercion attacks in generating cryptographic
keys using biometrics. There have been suggestions like
panic alarm or duress code to fight against coercion attacks, but they are different from what we are proposing here because in previous schemes users choose not
to generate the key but to send a signal to authorities
without catching the adversary’s attention, whereas in
our scheme we require that users simply will not be able
to generate the key. It is clear that our scheme offers
much stronger security properties.
Previous work also shows that emotion recognition using physiological signals, affects from speech, and facial
expressions have various success rates between 60% and
98% [31]. Although many techniques have been proposed for emotion recognition [31, 20, 29, 21], none has
looked into the incorporation of emotional status into key
generation as what we propose in this paper.

SC is the change in the electrical properties of an individual person’s skin caused by an interaction between
environmental events and the individual psychological
state. Human skin is a good conductor of electricity and
when subject to a weak electrical current, a change in the
skin conductance level occurs [42]. We chose SC over
HR for the following reasons.
1. The skin conductance is one of the fastest responding measures of stress response [16]. It is one of the
most robust and non-invasive physiological measures of autonomic nervous system activity [7]. Researchers have linked skin conductance response to
stress and autonomic nervous system arousal [37].
2. The change in HR not only accounts for stress but
for many other reasons, including jogging or doing
some heavy work load. SC, on the other hand, has
been shown to be a promising measure in experimental studies [36] for its reliability.
3. According to [41], HR is also impacted when stress
levels rise but the shifts take a bit of time to happen
and by the time the changes are noticeable the triggering stimulus is long past, whereas SC responses
are rapid and easy to measure.

3 Background

4. HR is not suitable to our model due to prevailing feasibility issues. HR can be measured using
an Electrocardiogram (ECG) machine or a stethoscope. Using an ECG machine is impractical because it is very cumbersome due to many (at least
three) electrodes required and installation costs [6].
Stethoscope is not good either because different
placements of the stethoscope could lead to high
FTC rate (failure to capture rate) [30].

In this section, we present some background knowledge
of voice and skin conductance, and discuss why in future
an addition of fingerprint in our model would be better
as an authentication measure for the protection against
coercion attack. We also discuss the reasons for the selection of these features and the advantages over others
in terms of acceptability, feasibility and usability.

3.1 Why Skin Conductance?
An emotion is a mental and physiological state associated with a wide variety of feelings, thoughts, and behavior. Emotions are subjective experiences, often associated with mood, temperament, personality, and disposition [11]. This emotional behavioral change is the
key component in our model in fighting against coercion attack. Several physiological peripheral activities
have been found to be related to emotional processing of
situations. Many physiological parameters were studied
for emotion recognition, e.g., heart beat rate [3] (HR),
skin conductance [23] (SC), EMG (Electromyography)
signals, ECG (Electrocardiography) signals, body temperature, BVP (Blood Volume Pulse) signals, and etc.,
among which HR and SC are especially attractive due to
their strong association with behavioral activation system (BAS) and behavioral inhibition system (BIS) respectively [14].

5. Using SC has an extra advantage as it can be measured simultaneously while fingerprints are being
scanned. This ensures that SC is measured from
the authentic person (more on this in the coming
subsection). The wide acceptance of finger scanning [18, 39] also suggest that SC measurement
would have the potential to gain user acceptance.
There are some limitations of using skin conductance as
with any other biometric. Some skin lotions can be used
to manipulate the skin conductance level. In a test done
by [34], the usage of specific solutions produced significant increase in skin water content, and was indicated
by increase in skin conductance level. According to the
product after the application of the cream by EncoSkin,
skin moisture level can be significantly increased which
can be monitored by skin conductance [12].
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3.2 Why Voice?
Voice has been used previously to generate cryptographic
keys [15, 24]. Voice as a biometric is desirable for generating keys for two important reasons. First, it is the most
familiar way of communication, which makes it ideal for
many applications. Second, voice is a dynamic biometric
and is not static like iris or fingerprint. A user can have
different keys for different accounts by just changing the
password (what to pronounce) or the vocalization of the
same password (how to pronounce) to generate different cryptographic keys. In an event of key compromise a
new cryptographic key can be easily generated. Note that
voice has a potential disadvantage when used in fighting
against coercion, namely that the attacker may blame the
user for intentionally pronouncing the wrong password.
We demonstrated our technique with voice; however, our
scheme is not limited to using voice, other biometric can
be used as well.

Figure 2: Input devices
we used in our experimental setup. Output of our model
is a cryptographic key generated.
In the first phase (Figure 3 (a)–(h)), features extracted from the spoken password are used to generate
a sequence of frames fV (1), . . . , fV (n) (3 (c)), from
which an optimal segmentation of s segments (component sounds) (3 (f)). The segmentation obtained are then
mapped to the feature descriptor using a random αV
plane (3 (g)). Furthermore, features are also extracted
from the SC sample and the corresponding feature descriptors are computed (3 (h)). These feature descriptors should be “sufficiently similar” for the same user and
“sufficiently different” for different users. By the end of
the first phase, we have feature descriptors for both voice
and SC signal.
In the second phase (Figure 3 (i)–(l)), we perform
lookup table generation and cryptographic key reconstruction. A total of NV samples from voice and NSC
samples from SC are used to generate lookup tables TV
and TSC . In cryptographic key reconstruction, feature
keys are generated from the spoken password (mV bits)
and SC (mSC bits). The two lookup tables generated
and the features keys are then used to generate the cryptographic key.
In the next two subsections, we will present these two
phases in more detail.

3.3 Why Fingerprint?
A potential threat to our biometric system is to use spoken password from the genuine user (under stress) and
SC responses from another person (normal emotional
state). To ensure that SC is not unforgeable, one can
make use of a device to collect fingerprint and skin conductance of the user at the same time so that the fingerprint of the user can be checked and mapped to his/her
skin conductance signal. However, we did not demonstrate how to use this as a measure in our proposed model
as this is not the contribution of this paper and is left for
the future work.

4 Key Generation from Voice and Skin
Conductance
In order to show how skin conductance can be used to
fight against coercion attacks in cryptographic key generation, in this section, we present the details of a cryptographic key generation technique using voice and skin
conductance. Note the criteria behind choosing skin conductance and voice in Section 3. Other biometrics in lieu
of voice could be used as well. Our way of using voice is
similar (with some differences) to an earlier proposal of
generating cryptographic keys using voice [24]. Table 1
shows some notations used in the rest of this paper.

4.2 Phase I: Feature descriptors derivation
4.2.1 Feature descriptors from voice
In the last six decades, speech recognition and speaker
recognition have advanced a lot [8]. A speaker recognition system usually has three modules: feature extraction, pattern matching and decision making, among
which feature extraction is especially important to our
research as it estimates a set of features from the speech
signal that represent the speaker-specific information.
These features should be consistent for each speaker and
should not change over time. The way we extract these
features and derive the feature descriptors is very similar to the previous approach [24], except that we use the

4.1 An Overview
Inputs to our model include the voice captured when the
user utter the password into the microphone and the skin
conductance measured. Figure 2 shows the input devices
4

Figure 3: Design overview, refer to Section 4.2 for detailed description
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K
C
c
m

General Notations
cryptographic key
a set of centroids
a centroid in C
m = mV + mSC

Notations related to Spoken Password
V
Voice
NV
# samples in V during training
fV
frame vector
φV
feature descriptor
n
number of frames
TV
lookup table generated using V
mV
total bits in a feature descriptor of V
bV
feature key using V
s
number of segments
R
segment vector

Notations related to Skin Conductance
SC
Skin Conductance
NSC
# samples in SC during training
fSC
vector containing sampled values of SC
φSC
feature descriptor
ℓ
number of frames
TSC
lookup table generated using SC
mSC
total bits in a feature descriptor of SC
bSC
feature key using SC

Table 1: Notations
tors from a speaker-independent and text-independent
database of voice signals is obtained, from which vector
quantization is used to partition the acoustic model into
clusters (see Figure 3(d)). A multivariate normal distribution for each cluster is generated, where each cluster
is parameterized by the vector c of a component-wise
means (called a centroid) and the covariance matrix Σ
for the vectors in the cluster. The density function for
this distribution is

Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) instead of
linear cepstrum [24]. MFCC has advantages over linear
cepstrum that the frequency bands are equally spaced on
the mel scale, which approximates the human auditory
system’s response more closely than the linearly-spaced
frequency bands used in the linear cepstrum [13].
Associating centroids to the acoustic model We convert the raw speech signal into a sequence of acoustic
feature vectors in terms of the Mel-frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs) [10]. In the next paragraph we
provide a short description on the extraction of MFCC
(see Figure 4).

P (c | x) =

(2π)δ/2

T −1
1
p
e−(x−c) Σ (x−c)/2
det(Σ)

where δ is the dimension of the vectors. We denote the
set of centroids as C.
Segmentation of frames After getting the centroids
from a speaker-independent database of voice signals,
we try to obtain the transcription, i.e., the starts and ends,
of the phonemes of an individual user’s utterance.
To do this, we perform segmentation on the spoken password. Let fV (1), . . . fV (n) be the sequence
of frames from the utterance, and F (R1 ), . . . F (Rs ) be
the sequence of s segments (s is a constant and same
for all users), where F (Ri ) is the ith segment containing the sequence of frames fV (j), . . . fV (j ′ ) such that,
1 ≤ j ≤ j ′ ≤ n. Intuitively, each F (Ri ) corresponds to
one “component sound” of the user’s utterance.
We did this with an iterative approach (see algorithm 1). Ranges R1 , . . . , Rs are first initialized to be
equally long. We then calculate the matching centroid c
for a segment F(R), i.e., the one for which the likelihood
of F(R) w.r.t. c is maximum. Dynamic programming is
then used to determine a new segmentation for that frame
sequence. This process is repeated until an optimal segmentation is obtained, which is mapped to the feature
descriptor (see Figure 3(e,f)).

Figure 4: Block diagram of extracting MFCC
The voice signal is first divided into blocks of 20 to 30
msec (see Figure 3(a)), and Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) is performed to obtain the frequency representation of each block. The neighboring frequencies in each
block are grouped into bins of overlapping triangular
bands of equal bandwidth. These bins are equally spaced
on a Mel-scale instead of a normal scale as the lower frequencies are perceptually more important than the higher
frequencies. The content of each band is now summed
and the logarithmic of each sum is computed. To see this
effect in time domain, Discrete Cosine Transform is applied to yield a “spectrum like” representation ψ(t) that
collectively make up an MFC, and ψ(1), . . . ψ(12) are
called MFCC, where higher order coefficients are discarded. This vector is called a frame (fV ).
We run a sliding window of 30 msec over an utterance
to obtain blocks 10 msec apart from one another, and extract the MFCC, hψ(1), . . . ψ(12)i, for each block (see
Figure 3(b)). n frames are obtained from utterance of the
password (see Figure 3(c)). An acoustic model of vec-

Feature descriptor Having derived a segmentation for
a spoken password, we next define the feature descriptor
(φV ) of this segmentation that is typically the same when
the same user speaks out the same utterance. To do this,
6

Algorithm 1 Spoken password segmentation
Segmentation (fV (1), . . . , fV (n), s)

φSC is the mean of all the distance measures for each
αSC (i) values (see Figure 3(h)), i.e.,

′

1: Score ←− 0
2: for i = 1 to„sjdo
«
(i − 1) × n k j i × n k
,
3: Ri ←−
s
s
4: end for
5: repeat
′
6: Score ←− Score
7: for i = 1 to s do
8:
while ∀c ∈ C do
Y
(fV (j)|c)
9:
L(F (Ri )|c) ←−
j ∈ Ri
10:
end while
11:
c(Ri ) ←− arg max {L(F (R)|c)}
c∈C
12:
end[
for
s
′
13:
let
R ←− [1, n]
i=1 i
s
Y
′
′
14:
Score ←−
L(F (Ri |c(Ri )))
i=1
′
15:
Ri ←− Ri
′
16: until Score - Score < ∆

ℓ

φSC (i) =

Note that the upper bound of αSC (i) needs to be carefully chosen to maintain a good entropy on the feature
descriptor of different people. Also note that we do not
store skin conductance information directly but rather the
feature descriptor generated from the distance measure is
stored (same as in the case of voice). NSC feature descriptors are derived from NSC SC samples and then are
used to generate a lookup table TSC (in Phase II).

4.3 Phase II: Lookup table and cryptographic key generation
We explain how we obtained the feature descriptors from
voice and skin conductance in the previous subsection.
Here, we will explain how we constructed lookup tables
(training of the model) and obtained the cryptographic
keys from the tables (usage of the model). The basic idea
is that each entry of the lookup tables contains a share of
the correct key or some garbage value, and the feature
descriptor is used to determine the corresponding entry
from the lookup table. In the end, the shares from the
lookup tables are used to reconstruct the key.

we use a fixed vector αV , and define the ith bit of the
feature descriptor as (see Figure 3(g))
φV (i) = αV .(µV (Ri ) − c(Ri )),

∀ 1≤i≤s

That is, we normalize µV (Ri ) with c(Ri ) and let φV (i)
be the linear combination of components in it as specified
by αV . This process results in a feature descriptor (φV ),
where NV feature descriptors are then generated from
NV voice samples and used to generate a lookup table
TV (in Phase II).

4.3.1 Lookup table generation
Intuitively, if a feature descriptor is the same as the one
recorded previously (i.e., in training), then the system
should choose the correct key share from the lookup table, or the garbage otherwise. In order to tolerate some
small deviation of a user’s utterance and skin conductance, we calculate the mean (µφV (i), µφSC (i)) and standard deviation (σφV (i), σφSC (i)) of each feature descriptor over NV , NSC training samples, and define the partial feature descriptors BV , BSC as

4.2.2 Feature descriptor from skin conductance
When some external or internal stimuli occur that makes
a person stressed, the skin becomes a better conductor of
electricity. This conductance can be measured between
two points on the body (e.g., two fingers) and the level of
electrical conductance is called skin conductance. Since
we want to detect changes in the emotional status of a
person, we record skin conductance over a time period.
SC signal was measured with our device and sampled at a frequency of 30 samples per second. Let
fSC (1), . . . , fSC (ℓ) denote the sampled values obtained
from the SC signal. We model the feature values into a
feature descriptor (φSC ) in a similar way as we did in the
processing of voice. We choose a random vector αSC =
[αSC (1), αSC (2), . . . , αSC (mSC )] (mSC is a constant),
and use the Euclidean distance between all the points of
the αSC vector and fSC to compute the distance measure
M and henceforth the feature descriptor (φSC ).
M (i, j) = αSC (i) × fSC (j)

1X
M (i, j) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ mSC
ℓ j=1

8
>
<0, if µφV (i) + kσφV (i) < tV
BV (i) = 1, if µφV (i) - kσφV (i) > tV
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ mV
>
:
⊥, otherwise
8
>
<0, if µφSC (i) + kσφSC (i) < tSC
BSC (i) = 1, if µφSC (i) - kσφSC (i) > tSC ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ mSC
>
:⊥, otherwise

for some threshold tV and tSC respectively (see Figure 3(j)). This phase is the training phase in our model.
Here k is a parameter to acquire a tradeoff between security and usability. With the increase in value of k, the
user has better chance to generate the key successfully,
but will hamper the security of the scheme. More precisely, the increase in the value of k will increase the

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ mSC , 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ
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false-positive rate and decrease the false-negative rate (as
shown in our results in the evaluation Section 6).
The idea of defining the partial feature descriptor
in this way is illustrated in Figure 5 (where the set
{B, µ, σ, t} is replaced by {BV , µφV , σφV , tV } and
{BSC , µφSC , σφSC , tSC } for voice and skin conductance
respectively). If the ith feature descriptor is consistently
same i.e. µ(i) + kσ(i) < t (the first case in Figure 5),
then there is a high probability that the value of the ith
feature descriptor will be less than t during key reconstruction. Therefore, we can let the cell T (i, 0) of the
lookup table contain a valid share of the key (and let
T (i, 1) contain random bits). If the ith feature descriptor is consistently different, i.e. the value of the feature
descriptor is unreliable (when compared to the threshold t as in the third case in Figure 5), we let both T (i, 0)
and T (i, 1) contain valid shares (typically different). Unlike [24], lookup tables are not encrypted (for discussion
on this, see section 4.4).

bV (i)

=

(

0
1

if φV (i) < tV
otherwise

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ mV

bSC (i)

=

(

0
1

if φSC (i) < tSC
otherwise

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ mSC

For example, if the feature descriptor φSC (i) is less than
the threshold tSC , then bSC (i) = 0 and TSC (i, 0) is chosen from TSC as a key share; otherwise bSC (i) = 1 and
TSC (i, 1) is chosen (see Figure 3(i)). bV and bSC are the
feature keys and are obtained from voice and SC respectively.
A key K ′ is derived by concatenating the key shares
(see Figure 3(k)). This derived key is then used to decrypt the |KHi | encrypted keys stored in the template. If
the decryption succeeds (by matching the released B and
the stored B), then the key K is released.
KD =

(

DK ′ (EKH (K|B)),

if

i

Random,

if

K ′ = K Hi
K ′ 6= KHi

where, DK ′ (msg) is a publicly known decryption algorithm.

4.4 Discussions
While we try to use the consistency of voice and skin
conductance to generate the correct key only when it is
the genuine user in the normal emotional state, the inconsistency of voice and skin conductance poses challenges,
too. Voice produced and skin conductance measured of
the genuine user in a non-stressed emotional status might
change due to tiredness, illness, noise, and etc.
We used an error correction technique, in particular, hamming distance, to improve the usability of the
scheme. m Cd different keys are derived from any freshly
generated key K ′ obtained from the feature descriptors
and T (similar to the one derived in section 4.3.2), which
are d distance away from the derived key K ′ . All of these
m
Cd keys are then used to decrypt the encrypted keys before giving any negative answer to the user. If the decryption succeeds then the key K is released. For example, if
d = 2 and length of the key is m, then m C2 different
keys are derived. Thus, |KHi | ×m C2 decryptions are
performed in attempting to recover K.
Another issue concerns the privacy of the biometric
data used. Ballard et al. propose using randomized biometric templates protected with low-entropy passwords
to provide strong biometric privacy [4]. One can use this
in conjunction with our model to provide both coercion
resistance and biometric privacy. However, it is unclear
whether the use of low-entropy passwords may have a
negative impact on coercion resistance since, intuitively,
an attacker may blame the user for providing the wrong

Figure 5: Definition of partial descriptor
Having valid shares in both T (i, 0) and T (i, 1)
leads to different key shares used and consequently
different keys being generated, which might not be
desirable in systems that require a unique key. To
solve this problem, a random cryptographic key K
(unique for each user) is first generated, which is then
encrypted with all possible valid keys (KHi ) that can
be derived from <TV kTSC >. The key generation
template therefore comprises of key K encrypted
with Z = |KHi | derived keys and the lookup tables
<TV kTSC >. Thus, the template = <<TV |TSC >,
<EKH1 (KkB), EKH2 (KkB), . . . , EKHZ (KkB)>>,
where EKHi (msg) is a publicly known encryption
algorithm and B is a unique string associated to each
user which helps us to determine whether the decryption
is correct or not in section 4.3.2.
4.3.2 Cryptographic key reconstruction
When a user tries to reconstruct the cryptographic key,
he/she first presents his/her spoken password and the skin
conductance. The model collect this information, extracts the features and generates the feature descriptors
for both voice and the SC. Corresponding shares from the
lookup tables are chosen based on the feature descriptors.
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5.3 Procedure

low-entropy password in a coercion (similar problem discussed in section 3.2). We leave this as future work to
develop a solution that satisfies both requirements.

We ran two experiments (e1 and e2). Each experiment
consisted of two parts, where the first parts (e1n and e2n)
were conducted when the participants were in a normal
(calm) condition, and the second parts (e1s and e2s) were
conducted when the participants were stressed.
We ran experiment e1n by

5 Experimental Setup
We presented our design in generating a cryptographic
key using voice and skin conductance in Section 4. It is
important to test it out with real human beings to evaluate its performance. However, this is difficult as we need
to find a way to make the participants feel stressed or
nervous. It is clear that we cannot actually coerce them
to do something by, e.g., putting a gun over their heads.
Nevertheless, we performed case studies to induce stress
on the participants and measure their voice and skin conductance. (IRB approval was obtained from our university before the user study.) We present the experimental
setup in this section and the evaluation results and discussion in the next section.

• showing nice (geographical) pictures one after another and short phrases (the spoken password embedded) which are related to the pictures, and asking the participant to read them out;
• showing fake visual heartbeats at a normal rate at
the bottom of the screen and correspondingly playing heartbeats sound.
In order to capture the emotional responses in the
stress scenario in e1s,
• a frightening horror movie was played, replacing
the nice pictures;
• the rate of the heartbeats were gradually increased
to induce more stress on the participant;

5.1 Demographics
Since we were going to induce stress on the participants,
we decided to concentrate on the younger generation (undergraduate and graduate students in the age from 18 to
30). We had altogether 43 participants, from which 4
participants detached the sensors from their fingers when
they were nervous during the experiment. Therefore, we
successfully performed our experiments on 39 participants, out of which 22 were male and 17 were female.

• the participant was asked to read out some short
phrases at the end of each horror scene (rather than
along with the video) to avoid distraction.
Similar studies have been performed previously to
measure the stress level in users [26, 19].
In e2, we went a bit further to induce more stress on
the participant. Figure 6 shows the change in skin conductance in response to different events in e2. During e2,
the participant was asked to type a few sentences (e.g.,
“Work is much more fun than fun”) shown to her in a
fixed period of time. She was also warned (prior to the
experiment) not to press the “ALT” key on the keyboard,
as it would cause the computer program to crash and all
data would be lost (event A). We then left the participant alone in the room to continue typing (event B). We
configured the computer to restart after 3 minutes irrespective of whether the participant actually touched the
“ALT” key or not. The computer would then boot from
a USB drive into MS-DOS and display some error messages (event C). This completes the first part of e2, i.e.,
e2n.
Stress started to develop at this point in time as the
participant believed that she had pressed the “ALT” key
which caused data loss on the computer (event D). We
purposely left the participant alone so that stress could
develop further and she could not get immediate help to
resolve the “problem”. After that, the researcher entered
the room and examined the keyboard and the computer
(event E) and then accused the participant of her negligent act of pressing the “ALT” key (event F). This turned

5.2 Experimental settings
Participants were asked to sit in a small office where the
overhead fluorescent lights were turned off and a dim red
incandescent lamp was turned on to reduce the possible
electrical interference with the monitoring equipments.
The room was air conditioned to approximately 72◦ F and
humidity level was generally dry. This is done in accordance to the variation of skin conductance in different
environmental conditions [36].
Skin conductance sensors1 were attached to the three
middle fingers of the participant to record SC (shown in
Figure 2). The participant was also asked to keep her left
hand (with sensors attached) as still as possible to avoid
interference from the sensors. Fake heart rate tags were
tied to the wrist, which gave an illusion of monitoring the
heart rate.
Initially, there was an incomplete disclosure regarding
the purpose and the steps of the study in order to ensure
that the participant’s responses will not be affected by her
knowledge of the research.
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• Real life: a user can be forced/coerced in
many different ways, e.g., a gun to the head,
or a knife under the throat, etc.
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• User study: watching a horror movie and being forced to plead guilty (having damaged a
notebook computer). We tried our best to approximate the real-life scenarios, but there is a
limit we could go when doing this to real human beings (e.g., IRB restriction). However,
we believe that what we did is a clever way of
studying human behavior when being coerced.
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Figure 6: Change of skin conductance in e2

Discussions above highlight some limitations of our
scheme, e.g., we have not tested how it reacts to other
emotional status (happy, sad, angry, etc.) and how skin
conductance may change naturally (due to oily fingers,
etc.). There are two other important limitations in the
present study. First, our study does not test the repeatability of using our scheme, i.e., we did not ask the participants to come back and try again. The second limitation
comes with the over-controlled environment, e.g., quiet
office (because of the use of voice), controlled temperature and humidity [9](because of the use of skin conductance), and etc. It remains further work to test our
scheme in different settings.

out to be successful in making the participant stressed as
we observed that many participants were nervous at this
point in time. Some kept saying “sorry”; some tried very
hard to fix the “problem”, and some started calling for
help. There were also voluntary confession statements
from the participants, e.g., “I hit the ALT key by mistake
in place of typing the ‘X’ key”, “It was a mistake from
my side.”.

5.4 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the difference of the emotional
state of a user in real life and in our user study, and limitations of our experiment.

6 Evaluation and Discussion

1. Training of the system

In this section, we analyze the data collected in our user
study. We first describe how we partition the data into
different groups (e.g., for training and test purposes), see
Section 6.1. We then present a series of analysis on the
false-positive and false-negative rates (Section 6.2). Finally we show the change in the password space where
an attacker has perfect knowledge of our design and the
content stored. We show that this change in the password
space in this worst case is small (Section 6.3).

• Real life: the user is in a (controlled) environment specified by our system, in which the
stress level is low. This allows us to generate
the lookup table for that particular user with
the normal skin conductance level.
• User study: the user is in exactly the (controlled) environment specified by our system,
i.e., when watching a relaxation movie.
2. Trying to generate the cryptographic key; no coercion

6.1 Training and Testing Datasets
We have collected voice and skin conductance signals
for 39 participants. For each participant, we have collected many samples of the signals when the participant
is either calm or stressed. Table 2 shows the number of
samples we collected in each experiment for each participant. Voice signals are typically 2 to 3 seconds long,
while skin conductance signals are about 10 seconds long
to avoid fluctuations.
Figure 7 shows how we obtain dataset to

• Real life: a user could be in various emotional
states, including being happy, sad, angry, etc.
• User study: same as in training when the user
is watching a relaxation movie. In this work,
we only try to analyze how our system performs when users are calm and relaxed. It
remains future work to analyze how it works
when the user is in other emotional states. We
do expect the false-negative rate to rise when
the user is in other emotional states.

full
full
full
} into
• split original sample sets {νe1n
, ωe1n
, ωe2n
test
train
train
train
,
two equal halves {νe1n , ωe1n , ωe2n } and {νe1n
test
test
ωe1n , ωe2n } to obtain datasets for training and testing (see the half circles);

3. Trying to generate the cryptographic key; in coercion
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rate is defined as the percentage of failed detection of
attempts by illegitimate users or legitimate users in a
stressful situation, averaged over all users in a population A.
Voice samples only We first evaluate the voice samples
we collected in our experiments. The purpose is to check
out the false-positive and false-negative rates, in an event
if only voice samples are used to generate cryptographic
train
keys. The system is trained with νe1n
of user ai , and
full
is tested against νe1n of user aj where i 6= j, ∀ j ∈
test
A to calculate the false-positive rates; and against νe1n
of user ai to calculate the false-negative rates. Results
are averaged on all users in A. We try different random
αV vectors and choose the one that yields the smallest
sum of the false-positive and false-negative rates. We try
different settings of the hamming distance parameter d,
and find that 2 gives a reasonable tradeoff between falsepositive and false-negative rates. The false-positive and
false-negative rates for different values of k are plotted
in Figure 8.

Table 2: Number of samples collected for each participant
• combine different voice samples and skin conductance samples to create new datasets to test our systrain
tem (see circles in the middle column). {νe1n
&
train
test
test
train
train
test
ωe1n }, {νe1n & ωe1n }, {νe1n & ωe2n }, {νe1n
test
train
test
& ωe2n
} are combined to create {ξe1n
}, {ξe1n
},
train
test
{ξe2n }, {ξe2n } respectively.
full
full
full
• to obtain the stress dataset {νe1s
& ωe1s
}, {νe1s
&
full
full
full
ωe2s } are combined to create {ξe1s }, {ξe2s } respectively.
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Figure 8: False-positive and false-negative rates for spoken passwords
Figure 8 shows that we manage to get a comparable
accuracy with the previous work [24] in terms of the
false-negative rate. False-positive rate was not reported
in [24].

Figure 7: Splitting and combining datasets
Note that the voice and skin conductance samples that
are combined together might not have been captured at
exactly the same time. We allow a time gap because an
attacker might record the voice of the victim to be used
in conjunction with the skin conductance of the victim at
a slightly different time. Both samples were captured in
the same part of the experiment, though, i.e., both from
e1s or both from e2s.

Skin conductance only Next, we evaluate the skin
conductance samples to see how well they reflect the
change in the participants’ emotional status. We show
the results in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) for experiment
e1 and e2, respectively. The different color lines denotes
different ‘k’ values in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The systrain
train
tem is trained with ωe1n
(and ωe2n
, respectively) of user
full
ai , and is tested against the stressed full data set, ωe1s
full
(and ωe2s , respectively) of the same user ai to calculate
the false-positive rates; or against the normal test data
test
test
set, ωe1n
(and ωe2n
, respectively) of the same user ai to
calculate the false-negative rates. Results are averaged
over all users in A.

6.2 Accuracy of our model
The false-negative rate of our system is defined as the
percentage of failed login attempts by a legitimate user
with her cryptographic key generated, averaged over all
users in a population A. Similarly, the false-positive
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We evaluate the false-positive rates in the first two
cases and the false-negative rates in the third case. Results are averaged over all users in A. We use a hamming
distance parameter d = 4, and show the results in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: False-positive and false-negative rates for skin
conductance
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Note that the false-positive and false-negative rates are
higher for e1 in Figure 9(a). We believe, this is because
of the reason that the intensity of some of the horror
videos was not very high, which did not result in a noticeable change in the skin conductance for many users.
We can observe the tradeoff of various settings of k
and the threshold from these figures. In general, this
shows that whenever a user is under stress, her skin conductance can be used to differentiate between the two
emotional state with good accuracy. For example in e2,
when k = 1.25 and tSC = 2.1, we obtained a falsepositive rate of 3.2% and a false-negative rate of 2.2%
(see Figure 9(b)). If we increase the value of k from 1.25
to 1.875 in both Figures 9(a) and 9(b), we could see
a decrease in the false-negative rates (increasing usability) and increase in the false-positive rates (compromising with the security). We used the hamming distance
parameter d = 2 in our setting.
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skin conductance samples are combined as shown in Figure 7 to obtain the samples needed in this evaluation.
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We first train the system with ξe2n
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false-positive and false-negative rates.
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Figure 10: False-positive and false-negative rates for
voice combined with skin conductance
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• the database D which contains the mapping of the
SC feature keys when users are normal ({bN
SC (i)})
to the scenario when they are stressed ({bSSC (i)})
for all users in a population A.

These results show that generating cryptographic keys
from voice and skin conductance is effective in fighting
coercion attacks, as we observe false-positive rates between 6% to 15% for 1 ≤ tSC ≤ 4, which can also
rise up to 22% for tSC ≥ 5. False-negative rates are
between 0% and 4.5% for all values of tSC . Further efforts are needed to reduce the false-positive and falsenegative rates. Same as in the previous subsection, if we
increase the value of k from 1.25 to 1.875, we could see
a decrease in the false-negative rates and increase in the
false-positive rates.

A sample database D for such mapping of SC is shown
in Table 3 for |A| users. Each row in the table is a
record of the feature key of a user when she is normal
and stressed, and the last column shows the index of the
S
feature keys that had changed from bN
SC to bSC .

6.3 Change in password space
In this subsection, we discuss more advanced attacks on
our system (if implemented) beside forcing the victim
to obtain her spoken password and skin conductance. If
such system is implemented, then we need to approximate the entropy in the worst case of these advanced
attacks, in which the attacker makes use of the group information about the skin conductance and information
stored in the key generation module.
The group information about skin conductance refers
to the patterns observed in the change in the users’
feature key generated from the skin conductance (bSC )
when they are coerced. An attacker could use this information to selectively modify the victims skin conductance feature key in order to improve the probability of
generating the correct key. To know how we obtained the
feature key (bSC ) for SC, see section 4.
Although we do not store any biometric information
of the user directly on the device (see discussions in
Section 4), we still need to store the lookup tables (TV
and TSC ) which are derived from the user specific data
(e.g., feature descriptors). Although this table can be encrypted with a user password as discussed in previous
work [24], however we try not to rely the security of our
model on the secrecy of this table because we are dealing
with coercion attacks. In the rest of this subsection, we
assume that an attacker has perfect knowledge in both
the group information about skin conductance and the
lookup tables. We want to approximate the guessing entropy, i.e., the reduction in the password space for this
more powerful attacker.
More precisely, we assume in the worst case that an
attacker has access to

#

bN
SC

bS
SC

Flipped bits’ pos.

1

011011011011

001101110011

2,4,5,7,9

2
..
.

010010010111
..
.

010100110110
..
.

4,5,7,12
..
.

|A|

010101001100

111111100110

1,3,5,7,9,11

Table 3: A sample Database D
The attacker’s strategy would be to analyze D to learn
patterns in which people’s feature keys {bN
SC } changes
to {bSSC }, e.g., whenever the i-th index of the feature key
changes, the j-th one will change too.
These patterns can be easily learned by applying a well
studied technique called association rule mining [2]. The
attacker can then use these patterns to reduce the password space. Here, we use a simple example to demonstrate the idea.
We first represent the password space by a sequence of
0’s (the corresponding index in {bSSC } will definitely not
change when a user’s emotional status changes), 1’s (the
corresponding index in {bSSC } will definitely change),
and ∗’s (don’t know), e.g., [1, ∗, ∗] represents a password
space in which only the first index of {bSSC } will change,
and therefore the password space is 22 = 4. When the attacker makes use of a pattern learned, e.g., “the change of
the first index of {bSSC } implies the change of the second
one”, he can convert the password space from [1, ∗, ∗]
to [1, 1, ∗], since the second index of the {bSSC } will definitely change, too. With this, the password space reduces
to 21 = 2.
We present the detailed algorithm with an example in
estimating this reduction in the password space in the
Appendix A.
We constructed the database D with the skin conductance samples collected in our user study, mine all association rules, and then use the above algorithm to find
out the change in the password space. Figure 11 shows
the results for different settings of the threshold and minimum confidence in the association rule mining.
k is set to 1.25 in this experiment, and the minimum support is set to 30%. Note that the original password space
is 2mSC = 250 . Although in the worst case the effective
number of bits to represent the password space reduces

• the lookup tables TV and TSC ;
• the recorded spoken password of the user and the
corresponding feature key {bV (i)};
• the recorded skin conductance when the user
is stressed and the corresponding feature key
{bSSC (i)};
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Effective Password Space (bits)

are different for the same person. This bolsters our
heuristic to use skin conductance for fighting against coercion attacks. As both skin conductance and voice are
not static biometrics, in some cases we obtained high
false-negatives. We evaluated the security of the proposed model in terms of entropy and several threat models and discussed how difficult it is for an attacker, in an
event when she has full information about the key generation module; the skin conductance of the victim in the
stressful scenario; and the group information about the
skin conductance.
Note that guessing entropy and guessing distance [5]
might provide deeper insight in the security of our model.
We leave it as our future work. In terms of feasibility, in
future we will also like to see in some possibilities of
building the system (may be a mobile device) with all
three: voice, skin conductance and fingerprint extraction
mechanism to authenticate to the system. Furthermore,
we would like to look into other emotional responses like
happy, joy, anger, sad etc., to make the claim of using
SC in fighting coercion attacks stronger. This paper does
not study the repeatability of the key using the proposed
scheme and is left as a future work.
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min. conf = 100
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Figure 11: Password Space reduction
by roughly 20%, many settings of the threshold value result in only 10% reduction.
Another way to attack our system is to make the user
take a sedative to relieve his/her anxiety before capturing
SC. The attacker can then use this skin conductance to
generate the key. We are trying to collaborate with medical practitioners and researchers to see the correlation
between the two skin conductances, one under normal
condition without taking any sedative and the other under coercion and having taken the sedative. For now this
remains as a future work.
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• split(ΦIJ ) - this function generates a new candidate
set ΨI from a large itemset ΦI−1 based on a rule
RI . It generates the vectors for ΨI s.t.

such that, A=[y1 , . . . , yEa ] and C=[z1 , . . . , zEc ], where
Ea are the elements in the antecedent and Ec in consequent. The process of calculating the new password
space from a given one is shown in algorithm 2. S′ indicates a lower bound for the password space which shows
the minimum number of combinations an attacker needs
to guess if he has a full knowledge of the mappings in the
database.
Let Ψ denote the candidate set and Φ be the large
itemset, ΨI and ΦI are the two dimensional vectors
derived from the rules R1 , . . . , RI . Each item (ΨIJ )
in a ΨI is a vector of the form [x1 , x2 , . . . , xmSC ], ∀
0 ≤ J ≤ L, where xi ∈ (0, 1, ∗) and L = |ΨI |. Similarly, each item (ΦIJ ) in a ΦI is also vector of the form
[x1 , x2 , . . . , xmSC ], ∀ 0 ≤ J ≤ L, where xi ∈ (0, 1, ∗)
and L = |ΦI |.

– Mark yi , if (ΦI−1
J,yi
[y1 , . . . , yEa ].

==

∗), ∀ yi

∈

– Generate all possible combination of the
marked bits; which implies if total number of
marked bits are mb then total possible combinations are 2mb . For e.g. if ΦIJ = [***1*1]
and the rule RI is 1 ⇒ 2, then the result is
([11 ∗ 1 ∗ 1] [10 ∗ 1 ∗ 1] [01 ∗ 1 ∗ 1] [00 ∗ 1 ∗ 1])
• unique(ΨI ) - gives the unique vectors from ΨI .
• delete(ΨIJ ) - delete ΨIJ from the candidate set ΨI .
During the Candidate Itemset Generation, a ∗ in the
large itemset triggers a split; 1 and 0 indicates do nothing. However during the Large Itemset Generation a 1 in
a candidate itemset triggers add 1; 0 indicates do nothing. During the whole procedure, each time one rule is
used and the sets which does not comply with that rule
are omitted to create the new set. The final password
space is calculated by computing the total number of vectors which can be generated using Φ|R| , where Φ|R| is the
final large itemset generated from the rules R1 , . . . , R|R| .
An example shown in Table 4 with 5 elements, to how
to generate the candidate itemset and the large itemset
from 3 rules. The total number of guesses which an attacker needs to make is 14 which implies the effective
number of bits in the new password space are 4; original
was 5.

Algorithm 2 Reduced Password Space for SC
PasswdSpace (R)
1: Φ01 ←− [∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, . . . , ∗]
2: S ←− 2mSC
3: for I = 1 to |R| do
4: L ←− length(ΦI−1 )
5: ΨI ←− NULL
6: for J = 1 to
“ L do
”
I−1
I−1
7:
if any (ΦI−1
J,y1 , ΦJ,y2 , . . . , ΦJ,yEa ) == ∗ then
S
8:
ΨI ←− ΨI
split(ΦI−1
)
J
9:
else
S I−1
10:
ΨI ←− ΨI
Φ
11:
end if
12:
end for
` ´
13:
ΨI ←− unique ΨI
14:
cnt ←− 1
15:
L ←− length(ΨI )
16:
for J0
= 1 to L do
1
Ea
Ec
Y
Y
I
I
@
17:
if
ΨJ,yp == 1&
ΨJ,zq == 0A then
p = 1“ ”
q=1

Candidate
Itemset

R
Initialization

18:
delete ΨIJ
19:
else
20:
ΦIcnt ←− ΨIJ
21:
cnt++
22:
end if
23:
end for
24: end for
25: S′ ←− Φ|R|

R1 1 ⇒ 3

R2 (1, 2) ⇒ 5

∗ denotes don’t care and can be assigned 0 or 1. The
set of rules R obtained are passed to the algorithm 2 to
generate S′ . Φ01 is initialized to [∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ . . . ∗] and S
= 2mSC . Below is the short description of the functions
used in the algorithm.

R3 5 ⇒ 1

Ψ11
Ψ12
Ψ21
Ψ21
Ψ22
Ψ23
Ψ31
Ψ32
Ψ33
Ψ34
Ψ35
Ψ36
Ψ37

1∗∗∗∗
0∗∗∗∗
101 ∗ ∗
111 ∗ ∗
01 ∗ ∗∗
00 ∗ ∗∗
101 ∗ 0
101 ∗ 1
111 ∗ 1
01 ∗ ∗1
01 ∗ ∗0
00 ∗ ∗1
00 ∗ ∗0

Φ01
Φ11
Φ12
Φ21
Φ21
Φ22
Φ23
Φ31
Φ32
Φ33
Φ34
Φ35

Large
Itemset
∗∗∗∗∗
1∗1∗∗
0∗∗∗∗
101 ∗ ∗
111 ∗ 1
01 ∗ ∗∗
00 ∗ ∗∗
101 ∗ 0
101 ∗ 1
111 ∗ 1
01 ∗ ∗0
00 ∗ ∗0

Table 4: Generating candidate set and large itemset

• length(ΨI ) - gives the total vectors in the candidate set ΨI i.e. |ΨI |.

Notes

• any(ΦJI (y1 , y2 , . . . , yEa ) == ∗) - a boolean function (
=

1,

(ΦIJ,y1 == ∗) ∨ . . . ∨ (ΦIJ,yE ) == ∗)

0,

else

1 We use a physiological data acquisition device called Lightstone
from WildDivine [38].
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